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ABOUT US
Airoply is a new venture by Airolam. Airolam, a 150 crore turnover conglomerate
has always believed in providing contemporary lifestyle which is user friendly as well.
After carving a niche in lifestyle products, the group has now forayed in laminate
industry as Airolam Laminates to bridge in the gap of ever increasing demand of
stylish interiors adorning the ofces, homes, shopping malls, hotels with
contemporary patterns and fashionable design.Airolam’s strengths come from its
product offerings, efciencies in manufacturing, distribution network, quality
consistency, brand equity and above all a young and motivated team of
professionals. In the international market, airolam is present in over 11 countries
with its own marketing with 18% share in the organized domestic market.

ERGONOMIC DESIGNS
with novel concepts

VISION
Develop a pan-India network through a wide distribution channel.
Become a one stop shop for all interior infrastructure solutions.
To lead the market with innovative products.

MISSION
To keep on adopting newest technology.
To expand our network by prioritizing customer satisfaction.
To become a protable and efcient business model.

SOLID FOUNDATION
with creative layout

AIROPLY ROYAL (MR GRADE)

AIROPLY ROYAL is one of superior quality and is suitable for all interior applications where durability
& economy are both required. it is moisture, termite and borer resistant and is eco-friendly. Both the
inner core and the outer surfaces are made from superior quality wood and bonded with Resin.

SPECIFICATIONS
· It Conforms to IS 303 MR · Moisture Resistant · Bend Resistant · Wrap Resistant
AVAILABLE SIZE : 6mm, 8/9mm, 12 mm, 16mm, 18 mm, 19 mm B/B

AIROPLY GOLD (BWR GRADE)

AIROPLY GOLD is gurjan based BWR grade plywood is boiling water resistant bonded with high
quality PF synthetic resin. It is pressed under heat, pressure and controlled conditions making it highly
resistant to boiling water, which can resist all weather conditions and extreme temperature also.

SPECIFICATIONS
· It Conforms To IS 303 · Boiling Water Resistant · Borer Proof & Termite Resin · PF Synthetic Resin
AVAILABLE SIZE : 6mm, 8/9mm, 12 mm, 16mm, 18 mm, 19 mm B/B

AIROPLY PLATINUM (BWP GRADE)

AIROPlY PLATINUM is a premium product of AIROPLY. It is made from exclusive Gurjanwood species
and bonded with an unextended phenol formaldehyde resin. It is 100% borer and termite proof.
Platinum ply has negligible core gaps, besides having a higher face thickness. To control temperature
plywood is pressing by latest technology, which distributes the glue evenly between the layers
and ensures better bonding.

WONDERFUL CONSTRUCTION
that stand the text of time

SPECIFICATIONS
· All parameters of IS 710 · Boiling Water Proof · Borer Proof & Termite Resin
· Negligible Warp & bend Minimal Thickness Variation
AVAILABLE SIZE : 6mm, 8/9mm, 12 mm, 16mm, 18 mm, 19 mm B/B

WARP RESISTANT

MULTIPLE PILES

EXPRESSIVE
COMBINATIONS
with beautiful hues

termite proof

BEND RESISTANT

MOISTURE RESISTANT

heavy duty

Use of nest timber and 100% hardwood
makes our ply robust and resilient.It can
add life of years to your infrastructure
without demanding much maintenance.

6-8/9-12-16-18-19

BEING NATURAL
AND ECO-FRIENDLY
altogether To help you get closer to nature, we design ply using natural wood
but we do not damage the nature for enhancing our product prole. We
rather grow our own forests and use wood from the same to serve both the
purposes. Apart from that, we also nurture the forest for the betterment of
the environment.

MM THICKNESS

Since we focus on providing ply for a versatile applications, we have also
incorporated versatility in the thickness options of our plywood. Each
thickness option is designed considering the application conditions and
usability so that any residential, domestic or commercial space can get
the perfect ply. Each thickness category is meant to stay loyal for years
because of its durability and wear and tear resistant surface.

